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Remaking Wizardry Legacy

Remaking a game which is itself a unfinished remake of another game seems like a weird concept. This document

tries to analyse the flaws of Wizardry Legacy and give the ideas for a new Wizardry Legacy Design if the game

was to be remaked. I don't say the game will be remaked again, I just state my ideas and there will be a surveys to

gather people's comments.

The Problems of Wizardry Legacy

Many years ago, I wanted to make a video game. I decided that making a remake of wizardry would be

considerably easy since there is not much special effect and animations compared to other RPG like Final Fantasy.

My analasys was wrong since a game, even video game, is more than a set of graphic engines. True, I don't have to

bother about making a real time animations, but it does not mean the game will be completed much faster. Here

are the errors I made while designing Wizardry Legacy.

Too much ambitious projet

Even if I knew that I should not put my self into an overwelming project, it seem that I falled uncounciously into

the trap by thinking that the game was simple to make while it was not. This mean that lots of thing has to be put

inconsideration for "Future planning". So the development of the game was slowed down to make sure it would be

compatible with possible features in the future. For example, the fact that you could have multiple players in the

same game, having multiple cities and mazes in an adventure just complexify the game too much.

Undesigned rule system

First I tought that since it's a video game, it does not matter how much complex the rules of the game are since the

computer can calculate anything. Really bad reasonning since it mades the rule system very hard and long to code

with many possible exceptions. This also mean that the combat system could not be tested on paper first to see if it

really worked well. Result, I ended up changing my rule design at least 3 times which slow down the development

so much. With the board game design experience I currently have, now I know that I cannot come up with a

perfect rule system on the first draft heavy play testing is required.

Clumsy user Interface



Well not clumsy for the user, clumsy for the programmer. At least 1/3 of the code is spent on building the interface

to ask the user what they want to do. I made a lot of improvement to my GUI engine to make it faster to code but

it's still way too long on my point of view.

Focusing on realism

Trying to stay fidel to the original wizardry design and adding new rules to make the game more realistic had just

complexified the game so much which created many exception situations that must be managed.

The goal of the game was to create a game with the same look and feel that the original game. I know that I

changed a few things I did not liked, but in general, I think I have done way much more than what I should hve

done first. Maybe the key to success was to make the core of the game working and then extend the game to new

horizons when finished.

If I trace back my 2 years of development history, I think only 1 month and a half were spent on the maze engine.

1 week or 2 on the database and another week or 2 on the GUI engine. All the rest is for the game development,

graphic and music extraction, data creation, etc.

Components of the game to reuse or remake

If I were to remake the game again, what components of the current game could be reused.

Maze Engine

The maze engine is somewhat an independent module and could be easily reused in the new game. I estimate that

almost 90%-95% of the engine can be reused. The Maze engine is also really performant and even better that the

wizardry 1-5 engine. I consider my maze engine to be a master piece in it's category.

Rule Engine

The last rule system was not so bad. I could be making a few modifications but the basics should stay the same.

But probably the organisation of the data in the program will almost completely change. I especially intend to

make a completely independent rule engine module which would encapsulate the rules of the game. It is a concept

I have used when trying to implement board games as video games. So there will probably be a lot of recoding to

do here.

Data

I have a large set of extracted Pictures, Music, sounds and I have builded up a good database of items and

creatures. The missing stuff is the ennemy characters with their stats. Which mean that all the artwork and audio

can be easily be reused. A few artwork needs to be added and the data in the database might need to be modified

since the rules of the game might change a bit. But most of the work can be reused.



Database

The database system is nice and it is even now distributed as an independent module. There is a theory that the

database engine I have made could be making the development of the game way much longer than it should since

objects must be extracted from the database before using them and then must be put pack into the database after

use. It creates additional data management making the game harder to code. But I don't think it's the fault of the

database since I think I can use a different approach if I want.

Map Editor

The map editor is really simplistic and uncomplete. But I think I can reuse what I have done so far since most of

the editor does not use the other component's like the GUI.

These are the components that needs to be redone

Graphic user interface

Needs to be redone completely. The problem is the the graphic drawing routines, it is the organisation of the data.

I might be thinking in borrowing an already existing GUI if it is easy to code, else I'll have to do a GUI of my own.

Structure of the game

The way the game works: Player management, Cities, character creations, combat engine and all other stuff that

requires showing white bordered windows must be redone from scratch.

I am currently talking about the big modules, there is always some hidden tiny bits that you do not see and it's

generally these bits that gives you the most trouble.
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